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ABSTRACT

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations find usage in many application fields, e.g., biology, life sciences
or thermodynamics. These simulations often come with very high computational costs because of large
particle numbers, long time-scales and small time-steps. Therefore, providing good performance for
any given scenario is an important, yet difficult task. Depending on the scenario at hand, different MD
simulation programs are providing optimal performance, as they all use different algorithms to calculate
the particle interactions [3].

The recently developed node-level particle simulation library AutoPas [1] provides good performance
for a wide range of given scenarios by employing dynamic auto-tuning to find and select the optimal
algorithmic variants provided within AutoPas. AutoPas can tune over particle containers, e.g. linked
cells and neighbor lists, data-layouts (AoS and SoA), shared-memory parallelization strategies, and more
algorithm and parameter choices.

In this work we present the implementation details of the integration of AutoPas into ls1 mardyn [2], a
code used in process engineering that focuses on MD simulations with many small and rigid molecules.
We describe the modifications needed for both software packages to enable auto-tuning of MPI-parallel
simulations. Modifications in AutoPas include adaptions to the different algorithms to enable a per-
rank selection of them. This enables some ranks to select linked cells, while other ranks might use
neighbor lists. We detail adaptations in ls1 mardyn to integrate AutoPas and particularly leverage the
load balancing feature of ls1 mardyn.

We provide results of AutoPas and ls1 mardyn at single-node level as well as large scale runs on the
new supercomputer SuperMUC-NG. Our findings suggest that load balancing and auto-tuning provide
a computational solution for molecular dynamics to achieve optimal performance, independent of the
actual scenario or underlying hardware.
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